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Introduction

This little book is simply a composite of a series of “jewels of joy” that
beloved Jesus inspired upon me during Advent in preparation for the
celebration of Christmas. Through the gift of locution (clairaudience), the
Lord shared these nuggets of joviality to bring “tidings of good cheer” to
edify our souls. I encourage you to read these mystic truths at your leisure
to brighten your day, smiling and laughing again and again with the mirth
of angels and their spirit of heavenly delight.

I believe that God desires for us to be happy! The Jesus I know is rich in
compassion, understanding and peace, and a special Christic power that
moves us unto our own Real Self to experience the Divine Light resident
within our hearts. Here we find the only true treasures that will last—the
virtues of our Father/Mother God meant for all sons and daughters of their
eternal being, amidst their flaming Presence.

Just as the Book of Revelation was given unto Jesus’ disciple John at
Patmos as a “little book”, so I pray that this diminutive tome will bring you
respite from the pressures and harshness of a world that is often far from the
reality of the Holy City where only divine love, light and levity are the
experience of all who are privileged to abide there!

May the peace of Jesus’ Presence and the powerful joy of his being
bless you every day as you internalize the WORD he represents and
remains evermore as our beloved Son of God.

David Christopher Lewis



Is the Spirit of Joy Within You? 
May It Begin to Grow Daily

DCL: Good morning, everyone. It is a beautiful day. Because of our
commitment to Jesus during this cycle, he will be coming with a series of
Jewels of Joy. We know that “Joy to the World” is Jesus’ keynote. I am very
excited to release and to be the instrument for Jesus’ conveyance of the
spirit of joy during this wonderful cycle of the giving of the Rosary of Faith
and focusing on the psalms.

Here are today’s Jewels of Joy from Jesus.

1. Joust with joyous expectation, knowing that the Lord is always at your
side and that his light is delivered within every thrust.

2. The godless have no joy. The righteous delight in Joy’s gracious
appearance within every act of kindness.

3. The forces of nature are always backed by the powers of God’s joy.

4. The transcendent benefits of Joy are that she always radiates enough light
to brighten the darkest hour and the moodiest of souls.

5. Overcome the lunar cycles of pessimism by the solar seasons of joy.

6. The proud celebrate human-ego achievement, whereas the humble revel
in God’s great doings through joy.

7. Even a short reflection on Joy brings a broad smile to my face and an
expansion of my heart’s love fires.

8. My Presence is the presence of joy.

9. Eyes filled with the Spirit’s joy are portals for God’s glory to shine
everywhere.



10. Retracing joy’s coursings in your life will always lead you back to
God’s heart.

11. Parental direction conveyed with true joy will more easily be accepted
and honored.

12. Joy’s principles support your deliverance from baseness, and her
precepts evoke spontaneity and generosity.

Jesus’ Commentary

1. Joust with joyous expectation, knowing that the Lord is always at
your side and that his light is delivered within every thrust.

Every day requires striving, yet your perspiration must contain the
essence of joy else the end result will not be truly victorious. Every thrust
for a purpose, every important manifestation of light conveyed through your
being with joy etches a permanency of fire on akasha and is stamped by the
recording angels, “Well done.”

2. The godless have no joy. The righteous delight in Joy’s gracious
appearance within every act of kindness.

Where there is no flame, there is no fire to kindle beingness. Some
pretend that through their givingness they have met the quota that God
requires from their hearts. Yet, blessed ones, joy within the gift is the gift of
the heart. With every check you write, with every click of the mouse
whereby funds are extracted from your account, infuse what is sent with the
joy of givingness, and the ripple effect of this light will expand your
abundance and the abundance of all.

3. The forces of nature are always backed by the powers of God’s joy.

Even in the delivery of intense weather, the elementals obey the light of
holy purpose through joy. Look upon the fields. Witness the gale’s focus of



joy swaying the trees. Observe even in the fire that comes through the
lightning the pulsation of joy.

Is this Spirit within you and within what you have received from your
Buddha nature as inspiration? May it be so. May it begin to grow daily.

4. The transcendent benefits of Joy are that she always radiates enough
light to brighten the darkest hour and the moodiest of souls.

I have seen an entire room changed by one smile. I have seen a people
transformed by a soul caught up in the joy of doing God’s will. The sunlight
of Joy that comes each morn awakens all. Though in their sleep, Joy is there
silently. When quickened by the radiance of the sun, Joy is felt more
powerfully and may thus do her perfect work each day.

5. Overcome the lunar cycles of pessimism by the solar seasons of Joy.

Every season is a season of Joy if you make it so by allowing the Sun of
your Presence to shine through you. I am that Presence; you are that
Presence. May Joy be your presence in all cycles.

6. The proud celebrate human-ego achievements, whereas the humble
revel in God’s great doings through joy.

When joy is the motive, then the motor of life, which joy is, may move
you far toward cosmic achievements. These are always done to the glory of
God, by the power of God’s joy, and emerge from within graciously. Great
doings of heroism require a thrust of joy into the very teeth of despair and
darkness, and this can only manifest through the conscious ones who
celebrate the light within as the doer.

7. Even a short reflection on Joy brings a broad smile to my face and an
expansion of my heart’s love fires.

Joy is beautiful. Her radiance, like the radiance of Grace, explores the
cosmos in its expression. Would you have Joy explore your innermost
being? Allow her entrée into the depths of the subconscious, for when her
Presence there is felt, transmutation and completeness will naturally unfold.



8. My Presence is the presence of joy.

My twin is Joy. My synonym is joy. My very beingness is joy.

9. Eyes filled with the Spirit’s joy are portals for God’s glory to shine
everywhere.

When you look within the eyes of a conscious one, you can always see
the joy of the Spirit world shining through. Look within the mirror of
Selfhood to see that that Presence and that Spirit is within you today. And if
you have not felt the increase of light in your meditations on the One and
within the words that you speak, then allow God’s eyes to replace yours and
see as God would see through you today.

10. Retracing joy’s coursings in your life will always lead you back to
God’s heart.

God enjoys inspiring you. It is his work, just as yours is to capture and
then bring that inspiration forth through heart, head and hand. Every heart
who is one with God is joyous, even if at times in the intensity of sustaining
that oneness there may seem to be a lack of joy. Judge not those saints who
move in ruby love, for deep within that expression of fiery purpose there is
a higher level of joy that moves and feels above the human momentums.
This is where I abide, in ruby joy, in this hour.

11. Parental direction conveyed with true joy will more easily be
accepted and honored.

Have you tried to make those entrusted to you obey your will? Or with a
new approach of gentle yet directed guidance given in a spirit of harmony,
have you seen your little ones naturally accept and do what is beneficial to
their souls? The choice is yours, O parents, to lead by example of joy or to
attempt to force, through human will, without joy.

Make every work one of joy. Make work light and quick through the
song of joy that you sing. Toil not. Work with a light heart and your
children will follow.



12. Joy’s principles support your deliverance from baseness, and her
precepts evoke spontaneity and generosity.

There is truth within Joy’s heart that provides a foundation upon which
freedom may coexist with justice. The joy of judgment is the justice of right
discernment, and fellowship in joy always brings each participant into an
awareness of spontaneity and generosity in the Spirit. The blessings of
those who revel in godly beingness with their brethren bring forth true love
in all relationships.

Be not base. Erase the sense of selfhood apart from God through the
adequacy of relying upon the Lord for all, in joy, blessed hearts. Be at peace
within my heart. You are winning. Bless you.



One Cannot Be Fully Complete 
Without Joy

1. The treasure chest of joy is the heart.

2. Joy is a friendly fire that resonates within and clings to both giver and
receiver through their time of awareness in its presence.

3. Joy supports the transmutation of attitude into a new domain of
beingness.

4. Joy is not hilarity, though it may outpicture through a gleeful spirit who
cares not for self-gratification, and is grateful to the Divine Self for all
that is.

5. Joy’s work delivers mankind from injustice, which cannot be the carrier
for its light. It sings to the downtrodden and possesses those who do the
will of God.

6. Finding Joy is a matter of awareness, for when you focus on
appreciation, she can be experienced even in dire circumstances and
moments when evil would wash away your remembrance of the divine
world.

7. One cannot be fully complete without joy. Thus, sing an ode to Joy when
preparing for every battle, especially all your deep internal work.

8. Joy says, “This day have I begotten thee, O soul. Now rise and speak
only of the joyous acceleration of light within and know me as your
loving Self.”

9. Every party to joy knows no bounds.

10. The winsome know joy as Victory’s voice, which speaks during every
supreme act of overcoming the lesser self.
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